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ON DETERMINING THE CAUSES OF NOlYlMWMBILITy 
P. T. COX 
D Determining whether or not a set of constraints (pairs of functional 
expressions) is unifiable is a key problem in mechanical theorem proving, in 
particular logic programmm g, the most sign&ant application of mechani- 
cal theorem proving techniques to date. A related problem of considerable 
importance is what to do when un&ation fails. The usual strategy em- 
ployed by logic progmti g interpreters is to backtrack to the last point at 
which an alternative clause can be applied. This may not be the correct 
place to resume the search, however, and although the correct backtracking 
point will eventually be found, innocuous parts of the proof will be 
repeatedly destroyed and rebuilt in the process. We present a method for 
determining all maximal unifiable suos;ts of a set of constraints, informa- 
tion which can be used as a basis for more intelligent backtracking 
behavior. a 
1. lNTRODUCTION 
The un$cation problem is the problem of det ermining whether or not a given set of 
functional expressions can be made identical by uniformly replacing variables 
occurring in them with expressions. The importance of uni6cation was first real&d 
in 1965 when Robin, in his landmark paper on the resolution inference rule [25], 
presentti a u&cation algorithm and proved its correctness. As a central part of all 
predicate calcuhts theorem provers, unification has been intensively studied, with 
the result that some efihzient uni6cation algorithms are now known [l, 16,20,22,26]. 
The advent of logic programmiu g, arguably the most practical product of research 
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into mechanical theorem proving, has added m0mentu.n to research into various 
aspects of the unification process. 
One problem of particular importance in theorem proving is what to do when 
unification fails. Clearly, before proceeding in its search for a proof, the theorem 
prover must backtrack by undoing some part of the proof so that in the remaining 
part all the necessary unifications can be simultaneously performed. In logic 
programming interpreters, the standard backtracking strategy is to undo the most 
recent deductions in the proof back to a point where some alternative clause can be 
applied [17]. This may not be the correct place to try an alternative, however, since 
the condition resulting in the nonunifiability may well have been introduced earlier, 
so that the same nonuniilability will be rediicovered as the proof proceeds. This 
exhaustive strategy will eventually locate the correct backtracking point, but in the 
process will repeatedly destroy and rebuild innocuous parts of the proof. 
In order to address this problem, we note that every proof can be considered as 
consisting of two parts: a proof structure providing a record of the deductions 
performed, and a set C of pairs of expressions (constraints), which must be 
simultaneously unified. Each deduction in the proof structure contributes some 
number of constraints to C, one in the case of a logic programming interpreter. 
When non&ability is encountered in the search for a proof, the proof structure 
and constraint set C must be correspondingly pruned to obtain a subproof with a 
unifiable constraint set Cr. Ideally this pruning should be kept to a minimum: that 
is, the set Ci should be u&able but, if possible, should not be a subset of any other 
tmi.6able subset of C. Such a subset is called a mu.ximuf un@abie subset. Each 
maximal unifiable subset C, of C therefore corresponds to a possible pruning of the 
proof, although it may be necessary to prune away more than indicated by C, 
because of the structure of the proof. See [9] for details. 
In this paper we present an improved version of results first reported in [9], 
providing the proofs of correctness of the algorithm informally described in [lo] and 
[13] for tinding all maximal unifiable subsets of a set of constraints. These results 
have been used as the hasis for implementing general first order theorem provers 
with intelligent backtracking [ll, 12,15,21,24], for incorporating intelligent back- 
tracking into logic programming interpreters [8], and as the foundation for a 
logic-based machine architecture [14]. Another approach to intelligent backtracking 
in logic progr amming interpreters is based on minimal nonunijiable subsets, a 
complementary notion to that of maximal unifiable subsets [3,4,18,23]. A recent 
paper [7] investigates the relationship between the maximal unifiable and minimal 
nonunifiable subsets of a set of constraints .m the context of logic programming and 
presents an algorithm for determining all maximal unifiable and minimal nonunifi- 
able subsets of a set of constraints. 
We do not address questions of implementation or efficiency here, nor do we 
consider the problem of choosing a suitable maximal unifiable subset for backtrack- 
ing. Some of the articles referenced in the above paragraph address these matters to 
a certain extent. 
2. PRJmMINARIEs 
In this section we review some familiar definitions in order to standardize the 
notation and terminology we will use. 
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Our notation and terminology for graph theory follows [2] with minor exceptions. 
Since all the graphs we will consider are directed, we use the word “graph” to meSn 
“directed graph.” We denote the sets of vertices and arcs of a graph G by v(G) and 
E(G) respectively, and if the arcs of G are labeled, we denote the label set by I(G). 
Since the incidence function of every graph we consider is injective, we will simply 
regard E(G) as beiig a subset of V(G) x V(G), or in the case of a labelled graph, a 
subset of v(G) x i(G) x Ir(G). 
If G is a graph, a walk in G of fength n is a sequence oi, el, u2, e2,. . . , e,, u,,,, 
(n L 1) whose elements are alternately vertices and arcs, which begins and ends with 
vertices, called the origin and terminus of the walk, respectively. We frequently use 
expressions such as “u lies on the walk,” “a walk from u to 0,” and “the walk 
passes through 0,” with obvious meaning. A walk ui, e,, u,, e,, . . . , e,, u~+~ is called 
aput~ifffor1~i~j~n+1,ui=ujimplieseitheri=jori=1andj=n+1.A 
closed walk is one with identical origin and terminus; a closed path is called a cycle. 
Note that a walk can be unambiguously specilkd by a sequence of arcs. 
An alphabet is a triple (V, F, deg) where V and I; are mutually disjoint nonempty 
sets called variables and function symbols respectively, and deg is a function from F 
to the nonnegative integers. If deg( f) = m for some f E F, we say that f is of degree 
m. An expression over an alphabet is either a variable or a term. A term is either a 
string of the form f(), where f is a functkn symbol of degree 0, or a string of the 
form f(PiY.9 p,,), where f is a function symbol of degree n and pl,. . ., p,, are 
expressions. A term of the form f() is called a constant and is usually abbreviated 
to f_ If p and q are expressions, then p is a subexpression of q iff either B = q or p 
is a subexpression of qi for some i (I I i s :I j where q = f ( ql, _. . , qn); also, if p is a 
term, then p is called a &term of q. A symbol which could be either a variable or 
a constant in context will be assumed to be a variable unless specilically identified 
as a constant. 
We assume familiarity with such standard concepts as “substitution,” “unilica- 
tion,” and “most general unifier” (mgu) [6]. The notion of unification is extend& by 
defining 8 to be a unifier of a set 8 of sets of expressions ifI B is a uni6er for each 
E E 8’. The detlnition of mgu is extended to sets of sets of expressions in the obvious 
way. 
A constraint is an unordered pair of expressions. An expression p is a subexpre- 
sion of a set of constraints C itf p is a subexpression of some expression q which is 
an element of some constraint in C. If C is a set of constraints and Ci c C, then Ci 
is said to be a maximal unifiabre subset of C itI it is unifiable and is not properly 
contained in any other uni6able subset of C. 
3. THE UNIF‘ICATION ALGORITHM 
Our unification algorithm is a modification of one due to Baxter [l], which we now 
briefly describe in order that we may subsequently relate the behavior of our 
algorithm to that of his. 
A constraint can be nonunifiable for two reasons. For example, if a is a constant, 
then tf(h gIx)h f(r, a)) is nonunitiable because no substitution can make two 
terms identical if they begin with diKerent function symbols; and {f(x), f( f(x))} is 
nonunillable because no substitution can make a variable identical with a term in 
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which it occurs. Baxter’s algorithm is based on detecting these two types of 
aonunifiaMity separately9 and therefore operates in two stages: tlrst the transforma- 
~iorrnl stage tlua~s nonunifiab%ty due to incompatible function symbols, then the 
~GVZ~~S sfage detects any attempt to unify a variable with a term in which it occurs. 
Note that both conditions can occur in one constraint: for example in 
($(x,x. g(MBv* h(y), a)]- 
The first of these stages is performed by the algorithm TRANSFORM, which has a 
single parameter, the set of constraints to be uni&L The algorithm either returns 
the value fail, indicating that the given set C-of constraints is normnitiable, or 
returns a partition of the s&expressions of C which is &able iff C is unifiable. In 
the following, if S is some set of constraints F’(S) denotes the partition of 
subcxpressions of S in which each class contains exactly one expression. Also, if P 
is a partition of the subexpressions of S, and p and q are subexpressions of Si we 
~by[p],theclassinFcontainingp,andd~eprqmodP~[p],=[q],. 
We wuiIl abbreviate [plF to [p) when no ambiguity results. The transformational 
algorithm is as follows: 
F + F,(S); 
whuesc0; 
&begin 
TRANSFORM + fail; 
exit(TRANsFoRM) 
*add TV S the pairs (411,q21}r..-,{q1n,q2n} 
cad; 
replace [PII aad [PJ by [PIIU[PZI in F 
end 
=k 
This algorithm detects nonunitiability due to conflict of function symbols. The 
sorting stage then detects nonunifiability of the type characterized by the constraint 
{x, F(x)}. If TRANSFORM(C) #fail, a graph D is constructed such that V(D) = 
TRANSFORM(C) and for all X, YE V(D), (X, Y) E E(D) ilf there is some term 
f(P r,...,p,)fXsuch that[p,]= Y for some i (1 liln). 
The important result concerning this algorithm, proved in [l], forms the basis for 
the results presented in the rest of this paper and is as follows. 
The tfatksfm w of the aIg0fithm presented above halts at the first sign 
of mty. “this does not suit our pufposq since a set of constraints may be 
~~torarorrthanoneteason,andwewishto~daUcausesofnonunifi- 
ability, u&i& is cgpivaknt to finding all the gtaxbal uni6abk subsets. Conse- 
eV we crtad the tfansfm algorithm so that it continues to merge sets 
coca though they may contain terms begking with difkrent function symbols. If 
t&s con&on does occur, we must then discover how to remove constraints in order 
to subdivide the sets so that the waking partition contains no such function symbol 
clau;beE, “Tlw m w must be similarly modified: instead of showing that cycles 
exist, m must enumerate them in order to determine how to remove constraints to 
Tbc tcuksfm stage of our mod&A algorithm is performed by the 
+fithm W, whkh always returns a partition of the set of subexpressions of 
C_ AS was the case with IIIUNSFORM, the partition CLASSIFY(C) is unifiable iE C is 
unifiable; if C is not lrnifirhk however, some class of CLASSIFY(C) may contain two 
terms begking with dilfetent function symbols: 
Fe F-,(S); 
wwks+ 0; 
&Begca 
deieteaorrnstraint {p1,p2} from S; 
if [PII + r P21 
-w@ 
Tc 1 PA; 
wbikTcontainsaterm 
*begin 
select - - f(qll, - - -, qln) from T; 
dekte~omTalltermsbegkingwithf; 
Vp21 -t2ti0s am f(q21r---472m) 
UwnaddtoSthepaks 
ed,(Qll.4nx...~{Q1..4rl); 
. 
replace [PJ and !PJ W [PII u 1~21 in F 
m 3.2. Let C be the set of constraints 
{(k(W), u), 
{ 09 k(fG4 h(Y))), 
{ %f(Y))v www 4)9 
(J&4 Nf (4)) 1 
WeRWqWaltsome~e5ofcLASSIFY and relate its behavior to that of 
lRASSFm 
l&zmml3_3_ cx_amY(C) klls for allyfjnitc set of wnstraim c. 
Pmcw_ Cka@ the nunibev of iterations performed whenever the inner loop is 
ewnmtued is finite, since it is bounded by the number of terms in the Selected class 
ofF,bcacb~tionoftbeoutcrI~either(i)thesizeofSisreducedaodF 
ds U&WI@, or (ii) the number of classes of F is reduced. Now if r is the 
aumbaof~ionsofC,thenSaIwayshaslessthanr*elements,sothataay 
-of conseartive executions in which (i) occurs must be of length less than 
r*.Also,siacetbeinitial~ofEisr,thereareat~texecutionsoftbeou~ 
Ioop ia a (i) occurs. Hence the total number of executions of tbe outer loop is 
lesstbanrf+r. 0 
TheneXtl!mlma~thebebaviorofcLAssfFy to the bekWior of TRAMFOKbt. 
Jknrna 3.4. 
(a) If TRANSKHCM(C) = Fd 3 fail, then for some- execution, CLASSIFY(C) = F,, 
muiineoahdapsofF,,aUtenns~with~same~io~synsmol. 
(b) I/lY#lAhT~C)=Wl,then forsonleexecufion,cLAssIFY(c)i&lssomeclass 
cvaWi&g tams &hnhg with &ikrentjknctid symbok 
Paoos;.LetH(F)be~assertion:uIneachdassofF,alltermsbeginwiththe 
samefuodion~~, then H(F) ho& tbcougbout any execution of 
TRANSFORM(C). This is dearly so, since H(F&,(C)) holds and TRANSFORM merges 
dasfies~aftercbsddogthat-tenasinbotbclassesbeginwiththesamefunction 
Now suppose that H(F) holds throughoult Some partial execution of CLASSIFY, 
then tbrou&~ this partial execution, CLAS?DY behaves as though the body of the 
Beppartofitsouterifstakmentwere 
Now suppose #we execution of rtMGFOrfM(C) returns fail, then in the last 
execution of its outer fonp, IRAFJSFORM deletes a constraint ( pr, p2) from S such 
that I, E [ p,l, ry E [p2j, where t, and I, ate terms beginn& with di@erent function 
symbols- The partial execution of cLksst.rY(C) that simulates this execution of 
raAMsFOnM(C) can therefore be extende4i by deleting ( pl, p2) from S in the next 
exmrti~n of the outer loop of CUS%FY. Classes [ pt] and [ pz] will then be merged, 
producing a dass containing terms begin&g with different function symbols. 
Obviously, when this partial execution is completed, the output partition will also 
have this pe. This proves (b). 0 
WenowproveanotherpropertyofcwssIFy that will be important later on: 
naa&y, if two terms @inning with the same function symbol are identified by 
CLASSIFY in that they are placed in the same class, then corresponding subexpres- 
sionsofthosetenmswillbesimiMyidentitied. 
Lemma 3.5. If s=g(pl ,..., p,) and t=g(q, ,_.., q& then with respect to the 
pfmtition CLMWY(C), [s] = [t] implies [pi] = [qJ for 1 I il n. 
PROOF. We restricd our attention to the case where g has degree 1, so that s = g( p), 
z =g(q). The m case is a trivial extension of this. We will show that at the 
beginn@ of every execution of the outer loop of CLAssLFy, (s] = [t] implies that 
thereexistexpre!&ons ‘r,___,rk,uQ )__., wk for some integer k 11 such that p = r,, 
wk=q, [r;J=[wi] for llilk, and {w~,~~+~}ES for lsi<k. This condition 
obviously holds on entry to the loop, since the classes of F+ are singletons. To 
complete the proof, we assume that the condition holds at the beginnmg of some 
later execution of the loop, and show that it holds at the end of that execution. 
Therearetwocasestoconsider. 
0) 
m 
Suppose Is] = [t] at the beg&ring of this execution of the loop body. If none 
of the constraints { Wi, ri+r} (1 I i < k) AXE! deleted in the loop, then the 
condition stifl holds at the end Otherwise { IV,,,, r;n+, } is deleted for some M 
(15 m < k), and classes [w,] and [r,,J are merged in the loop, so that at 
the end [rm] = [w,,,+J, and again the condition holds. 
Suppose [s] # [t] at the begimGng of this execution of the loop body, but 
[s] = [t] at the en& then during the loop, classes [s] and [t] are merged 
Let s’ = g( p’) and Z’ = g(q’) be the terms c?men to represent classes [s] 
and [t] reqecti~ely in the merging process; then since [s] = [s’] and [t] = [r’] 
at the beghming of the loop, there exist integers k, j 2 1 and expressions 
fr,.--& w1,“‘Y wk7 alV---V Ui, kr,. . ., 6’ such that p = r,, wk =p’, [q] = [Wi] 
fOf lsisk, {Wi,Ti+l}ES for lli<k, q=a,, $=q’, [ai]=[bj] for 
15 i %j, and { bi, a,+l} E S for 1 I i <j. However, the constraint { p’, q’) is 
addedt0Sintheloop,soifwe rename aI ,-__, aj as t&t )_-_) r&j and 
rename bl,..., bj ~ wk+l,__-,wk+j, we have p=$ \Yk+i=qr [ri]=[wi] for 
lsisk+j, and {w~,~+~)ES for lsi<k+j. SO again the condition 
holds. 
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To complete the proof we observe that S is empty when CLASSIFY halts,sothat for 
the condition to hold, k = 1 and [p] = [qJ. 3 
T&call that if the transformational stage of the Baxter algorithm produces an 
output partition, a graph is constructed which has no cycles if the given set of 
constraints is unifiable. Similarly, from the partition CLASSIFY(C), we construct a 
labeled graph U such that V(U) = CLASSIFY(C), I(U) is the set of function symbols 
occuninginC,andforall X,YE V(U)andaUfunctionsymbolsf,(X,f,Y)~E(U) 
ifTthereissometerm~(p,,..., p,,) E X such that [pi] = Y for some i (1~ i ,< n). U 
is called a unijkation graph for C. 
Lemma 3.6. If TRANSFORM(C) f fail, then D has a cycle ifl Q has a cycle, where D 
and U are constructed fm the same pat&ion. (Note that by Lemma 3.4, some 
execu@l of CLASSIFY(c) prodke~the parlitiOn TRANSFCmM(c).) 
PROOF. The redt is obvious, since U dikrs from D only in that its arcs are 
labelled. 0 
In order to establish *he correctness of our uni6cation algorithm, we now present 
a lemma which is a by-product of a result presented later in the paper. We ask the 
reader to assume its validity for the time being. 
Lemmu 3.7. The partition CLASSIFY(C) is unique: that is, independent of the choices 
maak ahring execution. 
Coroi&a~~ 3.8. TRANSFORM(C) # fail Q$ in each class of CLASSIT ail terms begin 
with the same fkction symbol. 
PROOF. Follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7. Cl 
Note that Corollary 3.8 establishes the uniqueness of TRANSFORM(~) and the 
graph D. 
We can now prove the correctness of our un&at.ion algorithm. 
Theorem 3.9. A set C of constraints is unifiable #no class of CLASSIFY(C) contains 
two termr beginning with di$erent fiurction symbols and U has no cycles. 
PROOF. By Theorem 3.1, C is &able iff TRANSFORM(C) f fail and D has no 
cycles. By Corollary 3.8 and Lemma 3.6, TRANSFORM(C) Z fail and D has no cycles 
ifT no class of c-(C) contains two terms b@ning with different function 
symbols and U has no cycles. 0 
Note that if an mgu for a set of constraints i required, the method escribed in 
[l] can be used to construct one from the unification graph, since when C is 
unifiable, TRANSFORM(C) = CLASSIFY(C) and U differs from D only in the labeling 
of its arcs. 
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g 2 f 4 h 6 
f 1 
h(h(u)), h(h(v)) 
f(h(h(u)),h(u)), f(h(h(v)),v) 
FIGURE 1. The unification graph for 
the constraint set of Example 3.10. The 
arcs are labelled with integers in order 
that we may refer to them as e,, e2,. 
EXAMPLE 3.10. Let C be the set of constraints 
{f~WW)~ h(4)? fw+))~ 43 
{ 09 f(Y, Y)) >t 
in which there are no constants. The unification graph for C is shown in Figure 1. 
Note that C is not unifiable for several reasons, as follows. One class of CLASSIFY(C) 
contains terms beginning with f and terms beginning with h; another class contains 
some terms beginning with g and others with h; and U has two cycles, e, and 
e,, e2. 
4. THE AUTOMATON FOR A CONSTRAINT SET 
In this section we define a graph which can be directly constructed from a set of 
constraints C, and is related in a useful way to both the partition CLASSIFY(C) and 
the unification graph for C. We will go on to show in Section 5 how this graph can 
be used to investigate the nature of the nonunifiabilities discovered by the unifica- 
tion algorithm. 
In the following kl+ and M(C) respectively denote the set of positive integers 
and the set of function symbols occurring in C. We define a labelled graph ,4(C) as 
follows: 
IQ(C)) = {PIP is a subexpression of C} , 
&4(C)) = cu (M(C) x ru+>, 
E(A(C)) = read(A(C)) U push(A(C)) U pop(A(C)), 
where read(A(C)), push(A(C)) and pop( A(C)) are mutually disjoint sets of arcs 
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defined by 
read(A(C))= {(P,~c,P~) I {PAPPY) =cgC}, 
push( A( C)) = {( p, (f, i), t) 1 p and t are subexpressions of C, 
t=f(~i,...,~,),and P=P, 
forsomei(15iIn)) 
pop(A(C)) = {(t,(f, i>> P> I (~,(f.i), t> E push(A(C))}. 
If e is a triple (p, r, q), let e-i denote the reverse triple (4, r, p); then (e-‘))l = e, 
e E read(A(C)) iff e-l E read(A(C)), and e E push(A(C)) iff e-i E pop(A(C)). 
It is interesting to note that the graph A(C) is identical to the initial structure 
used in the linear unification algorithm of Paterson and Wegman [22]. Their 
algorithm processes it destructively, deleting arcs corresponding to constraints and 
propagating their effect to subexpressions. Thus the transformational and sorting 
stages of the Baxter algorithm are combined. We use A(C) for an entirely different 
purpose, described below. 
The graph ,4(C) can be regarded as a nondeterministic pushdown automaton. 
[20] where I/(,4(C)) is the set of states, C is the input alphabet, M(C) X N+ is the 
pushdown alphabet, which we will henceforth denote by Z, and the transition relation 
is defined in the obvious way by the arcs. The initial state and final states of A(C) 
are unspecified. We will call A(C) the automaton for C. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the set of constraints C of Example 3.2. If we denote the 
constraints in this set by ci,. . . , cd in the order they appear in Example 3.2, then 
Figure 2 illustrates the automaton ,4(C). 
FIGURE 2. The automaton for the set of constraints of Example 3.2. An unarrowed line 
between two vertices p and 9 represents two “read” arcs from p to 9 and 9 to p, h 
arrowed line from p to 9 represents a “push” arc from p to 9 and a “pop” arc from 9 to p. 
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Although our terminology for the concepts of automata theory is largely standard 
[19], we will briefly review some definitions and state some obvious consequences of 
them. 
A word of length n over some finite set X is any sequence of n elements of X. The 
word of length 0 is denoted by X. The set of all words over X and the set of all 
positive length words over X are respectively denoted X* and X+. We will denote 
concatenation of words by juxtaposition, the length of a word x by 1x1, and the 
cardinality of a set X by [XI. Note that in context no confusion will arise between 
the last two notations. If x is a word, then x denotes the word obtained by 
arranging the members of x in reverse order. 
If C isaset ofconstraints, WEC*, FEZ*, and PE V(A(C)), then(p, w,p)is 
called a configuration ojA( C), and p, w, and ~1 are called the state, input and stack 
of the configuration respectively. We define a relation k on configurations by 
(p, w, p) t (q, u, V) iff either 
(1) w={p,q}u, ~=y,and(p,{p,q},q)~read(A(C)),or 
(2) w = U, v = zp, and (p, z, q) E push(A(C)) for some z E Z, or 
(3) w = u, p = zv, and (p, z, q) E pop( A(C)) for some z E Z. 
We denote the transitive and reflexive closure of t- by k-* . Clearly, if K and J are 
configurations, then K k *J iff there is an integer n 2 0 and a sequence of configura- 
tionsK,,...,K,+, whereK=K,, K,+,=J,and Kit-K,+, foreachi(l<i<n). 
Such a sequence of configurations we call a computation of length n and may also 
write Kt”J. 
Observation 4.2. Some obvious consequences of the above definitions are: 
(i) Vn 2 0, 
if (p, w, ~1 k”(q, u, v) then w=vu jorsome VEC*. 
(ii) Vn>O,VvEC*, 
(P, w, PL) +.“(q, u, v> 
(iii) Vn 2 0, t/p E Z*, 
(P, w, ucl) k”(q, u, v> 
iff (p, WV, cl) t-“(q, uv, v>. 
implies (p, w, pP> +“(q, u, VP). 
(iv) If (pl, wl, k4j...y(Pn~ w,, u,) is a computation, and for some i (1 I i I n), 
Ipi1 s Ipj( for allj (1 5 j 5 n), then Vj (1 I j I n) 3P, E Z* such that ~1, = b’,~, 
and ( pl, wl, ,&), . . . , (p,, w,, P,) is a computation. 
Lemma 4.3. If C is a set of constraints and (pl, wl, ELI), . .,(P,, w,, u,,) is a 
computation of A(C) such that w, = A, then (P,, u,, P,),. . .,(PI, ~1, t%) is a 
computation where u1 = X and u, = wl. 
The proof of this result by induction on n is a simple exercise and is left to the 
reader. 
The relation I-* on configurations induces a relation on subexpressions of C as 
follows. If p and q are subexpressions of C, then p is said to be attached to q in 
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A(C) iff (p, w, A) I-* (q, A, A) for some w E C *. We denote this p - q mod C. We 
also say that p is attached to q by the word w. 
Lemma 4.4. = mod C is an equivalence relation. 
PROOF. Since (p, A, A) t-* (p, A, A) for every subexpression p of C, attachment is 
reflexive. By Lemma 4.3, attachment is symmetric. Finally, if p1 =p2 mod C and 
p2=p3 mod C then (pl, ul, X>E* (p2, A, A) and (p2, u2, A) k* (p3, A, A) for some 
ul, u2 E C*. So by Observation 4.2, ( pl, u1u2, A) t-* ( p3, A, A), so that p1 =p3 mod 
C. Attachment is therefore transitive. 0 
The following lemma establishes the relationship between an output partition 
&‘,,, of CLASSIFY(C) and the automaton for C: namely that the equivalence classes 
under = mod C are exactly the classes of FO”,. 
Lemma 4.5. If p and q are subexpressions of C, and c,,, is output ty some execution 
of CLASSIFY(C), then p = q mod F,,, i,ffp = q mod C. 
PROOF. Suppose p = q mod C, then for some u E C * and n 2 0 
(P, u, A> k-“(q, A, A). 
We use induction on n to show that p = q mod F,,,. 
Basis: If n = 0, then p = q, so that p = q mod F<,(,,,,. 
Induction: Assume that the result holds for k < n, and suppose that (p, u, A) E” 
(q,h, A). Then there is a computation (pl,ul, vl) ,..., (p,,T1,~,,+,,v,l, ,) in A(C) 
such that (pi, ul, vi) = (p, u, u) and (p,,, 1, u,,+~, v,,+J = (4, A, A). Let e,,.... e, be 
the edges of A(C) corresponding to the individual steps of this computation. There 
are two cases to consider: 
(1) 
(2) 
e, Eread(A(C)). In this case { pl, p2} EC, so that {p,, p2} ES at the 
beginning of any execution of CLASSIFY(C). S is finally empty, however, so 
during some execution of the outer loop { pl, p2} is deleted from S. Either 
[ pl] = [ pz] at the beginning of this execution of the loop, or [ p ,] and [ p2] 
are merged in the loop. In either case [pi] = [ pz] at the end of the loop, so 
that p1 =pz mod F and hence p1 = p2 mod Fc,;,,t. Now v, = v-), since 
e, E read(A(C)), so v2 = X: thus ( p2. u2, A) /_‘lpl (q. A, A), and therefore 
p2 = q mod F,,, by the induction hypothesis. So p = q mod F,,,. 
e, = ( pl, (f. i), p2) E push( A(C)). Without loss of generality, suppose that 
deg( f) = 1. Let m be the largest integer such that m 2 2 and for all j 
(1 <j 5 m) lv21 _< Iv,\; then m < n. v,,~ = v2 = (f. 1). v,,,. , = X. e,,, = 
(p,,(f, l), P,,*+~) E pop(A(C)), and by Observation 4.2, (p?, 11, X) t-‘*,I- ’ 
(p,, A, A) for some u E C*. Since m - 2 < n, we can apply the induction 
hypothesis to obtain 
~2 = P, mod F,,,. (i) 
Now e, = (pl,(f.l), p2) E pusMA( and e,,l = (p,,,,(f. I), P,,,+~) E 
pop(A(C)), so that 
P,=f(PJ* P”, =f( Pnz+l). (ii) 
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Hence by (i), (ii) and Lemma 3.5, 
p1 =pmtl mod F,,,. (iii) 
Finally(p,,,+,, u,,,+~, v,,,+i) knPm (P~+I, u,,+~, G+& But v,,,+~ = X = v,,+~ and 
U k+l = A, so (P,+~, u,,,+~, A) F~-“’ (P~+~, A, A), and by the induction hy- 
pothesis pm+ 1 = pk+l mod F,,,. From this last result and (iii) we obtain 
p1 = q mod L,, that is, p = q mod F,,,, which completes the induction. 
Now suppose that p = q mod F,,,. Let H(F, S) be the assertion: “If p = q mod F 
or {p,q}ES, then p=q mod C.” We will show that H( F, S) holds at the 
beginning of every execution of the outer loop of CLASSIFY(C). H( F, S) clearly 
holds at the beginning of the first entry to the loop, since if p = q mod F,,(C) then 
p= q, and if { P, q} E C then (P, { P, q}, q) E read(A(C)), so (P, { P, q}, A> t 
(q, A, A). Now consider some later execution of the loop, and let F’, S’ and F”, S” 
be the values of F and S at the beginning and end respectively of this execution. 
Suppose that H( F’, S’) holds; there are then two cases to consider to prove that 
H( F”, S”) holds: 
(1) 
(2) 
If p = q mod F”, then either p = q mod F’, so that p = q mod C [since 
H( F’, S’) holds], or [ p] and [q] are merged in the loop. In the latter case, let 
{ p', q’} be the constraint deleted from S’ in the loop; then p -p’ mod F’, 
q = q’ mod F’, and {p’, q’} E S’, so by H(F’, S’), p =p’ mod C, q = q’ 
mod C, and p’ = q’ mod C. Therefore p 2: q mod C. 
If {P?4} ES”, then either {p, q} E S’, in which case p 2: q mod C by 
H(F’, S’); or { p, q} is added to S’ in the loop. In this case, let { p’, q’} be 
the constraint deleted from S’ in the loop, then ignoring the symmetric case, 
there are terms f(p) and f(q) such that p’ =f( p) mod F’ and q’ = f( q) 
mod F’, where f is some function symbol which is assumed without loss of 
generality to have degree 1. Therefore, by H( F’, S’), p = q’ mod C, p’ = 
f(p) mod C, and q’ ‘f(q) mod C, so that f(p) =f( q) mod C and thus for 
some uEC*, (f(p), u, A) t * (f(q), A, A). Now by applying Observation 
4.2 to this last result, we obtain (f(p), u,(f, 1)) E* (f(q), h,(f,l)), and 
since (P, u, A> t (f(p), u,(f, 1)) and Wqh W, 1)) t- (4, A, A), we again 
apply Observation 4.2 to conclude that (p, u, A) t- * (q, A, A). Therefore 
p = q mod C, which completes the proof. 0 
The reader should note that this result establishes the validity of Lemma 3.7, 
which we assumed earlier. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Consider the set C of constraints of Example 3.2 and its automaton 
A(C) in Figure 2. By inspecting the partition CLASSIFY(C) given in Example 3.2 we 
note that a = g(b) mod Fout, so by Lemma 4.5 a = g(b) mod C. Figure 3 shows a 
computation demonstrating that a is attached to g(b) by c4c~c2c1c1c2c4c3 E C*. 
Having established the relationship between the automaton for a set C of 
constraints and the partition CLASSIFY(C), we now investigate the relation between 
the automaton and the unification graph. It turns out that there is a correspondence 
between closed walks in U(C) and “loops” in A(C), where for any subexpression p 
of C, a loop on p with value u in A(C) is a computation with first and last 
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FIGURE 3. A computation of length 24 of the automaton of Figure 2. 
configurations (p, u, X) and (p, h, v) respectively, where v # X. When no ambiguity 
is likely we will use phrases such as “loop on p” and “loop on p in A(C).” 
Lemma 4.7. Zf C is a set of constraints and there is a closed walk in U(C) from [ p] to 
[ p], then there is a loop on p in A(C). 
PROOF. Let [p,], e,, . . . , e,, [p,,,] be a walk in U(C). We show by induction on n 
that for some u E C* and v E Z+, (P,,+~, u, h) t* ( pl, A, v) in A(C). 
Basis: If n = 1, suppose ei = ([p,], f,[p2]) an assume without loss of gener- d 
ality that deg(f) = 1; then there exists some term f(q) E [ pl] such that q E [ p2]. By 
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Lemma 4.5 there exist ui, u2 E C* such that (p2, u2, h) I-* (q, X, h) and 
(f(q), ul, h) I- * ( pl, X, (f, 1)). Therefore the required computation exists. 
Induction: Assume the result holds for walks of length less than n, then since 
the walks [pi], e,, . . . , e ._i,[p,,] and [p,], e,,[p,+,] are both of length less than n, 
there exist ui, u2 E C * and vi, v2 E Zf such that ( pn+i, ul, h) I- * (p,, X, vi) and 
z: E2, 
X) !-* (pi, A, v2). Therefore by Observation 4.2, (_~“+i, u1a2, X) !-* 
, v1v2); so again the required computation exists. 
Consequently if U(C) has a closed walk from [ p] to [ p], then there is a loop on 
. p in A(C). Cl 
In order to show that the converse of Lemma 4.7 also holds, we note that a loop 
in A(C) can be considered as a sequence of computations, each of which demon- 
strates an attachment. The classes of CLASSIFY(C) corresponding to these attached 
states of A(C) lie on a closed walk in U(C). 
Let the computation ( pl, ul, vl), . . . ,( p,, u,, v,) be a loop in A(C), where 
vn = (f,, j,) - -. Vi, .Q; then f or each i (1 I i I m) the i th plateau of the loop is 
the unique state pk such that vk = (fi, ji) . . . (fly _&I, Iv~-~I < 1~~1, and VF- 2 k one 
has ]vrl 2 ]v,J. 
Lemma 4.8. If the automaton for a set C of constrains has a loop, then U(C) has a 
closed walk, the vertices of which are [qJ [q2], . . . , [q,], [ql] in that order, where 
ql,. . . , q, are the 1st to m th plateaux of the loop respectively. 
PROOF. Let (~~,u~,v~),...,(p,+~,u,+~, v~+~) be a loop in A(C) where v,,+~= 
(f,, j,,,) . . . ( fi, jl). First we note that if pk is the i th plateau of this loop, then 
(pk-i,(fr, k), ok) E push(A(C))y ~0 that 
(1 P/cl, fi7 [Pk-11) E E(U)’ (9 
Also, if p, is the (i - 1)th plateau of the loop, then v, = vk_ i, and for all r 
(t I r I k - 1) we have ]vJ 2 IvJ, so by Observation 4.2 (p,, v, X) F* (P~_~, X, X) 
for some v E C*, and hence by Lemma 4.5 
[ Ptl = [ Pk-ll- (ii) 
Combining (i) and (ii), we see that ([ p,J, fi, [p,]) E E(U(C)), so there is a walk in 
U(C)) from [q,] to [qJ, where q1 and q, are the 1st and m th plateaux of the loop 
respectively. To complete the construction of the closed walk in U(C) it remains to 
show that ([qJ, fi, [q,]) E E(U(C)). By arguments analogous to the proof of (ii) 
aboveit iseasy tosee that [q,]=[p,+l]and[p,]=[pS_,], where pS=ql. However, 
Pl = Pn+l, so that [q,,,1=[~,-~1; and finally, by 6) above, (~~,1,f~,[~,-~1)~ 
WJ(C)), so that ([qll, fiT LJ) E WW)). 0 
Combining the previous two lemmas, we obtain the following result which relates 
the automaton and the unification graph for a set of constraints. 
Corollary 4.9. If C is a set of constraints, then U(C) has a closed walk iffA(C) has a 
loop. 
Sometimes the term “closed walk” is used to mean the subgraph corresponding 
to a closed walk: for each closed walk of length n there are actually n closed walks 
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corresponding to the same subgraph, each starting from a different vertex. Similarly, 
the traversal of a loop in A(C) may begin from several different states. In 
particular, the plateaux are starting states that will be of interest in the next section. 
Suppose A(C) has a loop (pi, ul, Q,...,(P,,+~, u,,+~, vn+i), and let P, (1 <Jo 
n + 1) be one of its plateaux; then [vi1 r Iv,1 for i kj, so we can write v, in the 
form piv, for some /3, E Z*. Also u1 = uu, for some u E C*. Hence 
(PI? ‘j’? Bj)>.-.2(pn+13 ‘, Pn+l)~(p2”~ ‘*Pn+1),..-> ( P,, A, v,P, + J is a hop, since P, 
= X and v,&+, f h. This loop is called the p,-canonical form of the original loop. 
Note that if a loop has value u and one of its canonical forms has value u, then 
{clc occurs in 24) = {clc occurs in u}. 
5. THE FAILURE TRACING PROCESS 
When a set of constraints C has been found to be nonunifiable, we wish to remove 
constraints from it in such a way that the remaining set is a maximal unifiable 
subset of C. To do this we find all the words which are values of loops corre- 
sponding to closed walks in U(C) or which attach incompatible terms that are 
equivalent under CLASSIFY(C). Clearly, removing any constraint occurring in such a 
word removes the corresponding loop or attachment. Unfortunately there are in 
general an infinite number of loops in A(C), and an infinite number of words which 
attach a given pair of terms. We can, however, restrict our attention to a certain 
finite set of computations without losing completeness. 
A computation (ply wl, PA.. . ,( P,, w,, p,,) in A(C) is said to be semisimple iff 
for all i and j such that 1 5 i <j < n either p, # p, or p, # p,. This computation is 
said to be simple iff it is semisimple and for all i and j such that either 1 I i <j < n 
or 1 < i <j s n, p, =p, implies that for some k (i <k <j) one has 1~~1~ (p,I and 
IPkl < lP,I. 
Lemma 5.1. Let LI be the set of all simple computations in A(C) for which the stack of 
the initial configuration is X and the input of theJina1 conjiguration is X: then A is 
Jinite. 
PROOF. Suppose (PI, WI, PI),.-.,(pn, w,,r pL,) is a computation in A such that 
lp,,l> lpush(A(C))l. Since pi = h, each element of pLn is added by some arc from 
push( A( C)) in the computation, and therefore, since lp,l> lpush( A( C)) 1, two 
elements of pcl, are added by the same arc in push( A(C)). Hence there are two 
integers i and j such that: 
(i) lSi<j<n, 
(ii) e, = e, E push( A( C)), and 
(iii) Vk (i <k 5 n) IpkJ> lp,l. 
Because of (ii) we know that p, =pj, which together with (i) and (iii) contradicts the 
fact that the computation is simple. The length of the stack in any configuration of a 
computation in A must therefore be less than or equal to lpush( A(C)) I. The stack 
alphabet, however, is finite, so that the set V(A(C)) X {p 1~1 E Z*, 1~1 I 
lpush( A(C)) I} is finite. Let the size of this set be m; then n < m, since otherwise the 
computation has two configurations with the same state and stack, and is therefore 
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not simple. Now since w, = h and )wi( 2 Jw,+r( for 1 < i < n, it is clear that 
Iw,I < n I m. 
In any computation in A therefore, the lengths of the stack and input of any 
configuration are bounded, so there are a finite number of such configurations. Since 
the lengths of computations in A are also bounded, it follows that A is finite. 0 
Having shown that a certain class of simple computations is finite, we now show 
that to remove loops and unwanted attachments, it is sufficient to consider only 
computations in this class. 
Lemma 5.2. If there is a computation of length n in A(C) from (p, w, v) to (q, u, cl>, 
where either p # q or v # p, then there is a semisimple computation of length < n in 
A(C) from (p, u, v) to (q, 24, p) for some u E C*. 
PROOF. Suppose the computation (pl, ~~,p~),...,(p~+~, w,+~,P~+~) is not semi- 
simple, and that either p1 + p, + 1 or pi # p,,+i; then p, =pj and 1-1, = p, for some i 
and j such that i <j and either i Z 1 or j # n + 1. NOW ( pl, wl, pL1) t’-’ (p,, Wi, F,), 
so by Observation 4.2, for some x E C* we have ( pl, xw,, pl) t-‘-l (p,, w,, p,) = 
(p,, w,, pj>. Therefore, since (p,, w,, v,) En-‘+1 (pn+i, w,+-~, p,+,), we have 
(PI, XW,’ pL1) kn-‘+’ (Pn+D w,+17 Pn+l ). Hence there is a computation of length 
n - (j- i) < n from (pl, xw,, pl) to (P~+~, w,~+~, P~+~). Clearly a finite number of 
applications of this process must produce a semisimple computation satisfying the 
required conditions. q 
Lemma 5.3. If A(C) has a semisimple computation of length n that is not simple, then 
A(C) has a simple loop of length < n. 
PROOF. SUPPOSe(PltWlr~1),---,(Pn+ItWnt_lrI*n+1 ) is a semisimple computation in 
A(C) that is not simple. Then there exists integers i and j such that i <j, either 
i # 1 or j# n + 1, pi =p,, pi+ p,, and for all k (i 5 k ~j), either [ak[ 2 jp,( or 
Jpk12 1~~1. We consider two cases: 
(1) 1~~1 I Ip,l. In this case, 1~~12 1~~1 for all k (i I k I j), so by Observation 4.2 
(pi, x, X) I--I ( pj, X, @) for some x E C* and /I t Zc. Now j - i < n, since 
either i # 1 or j f n + 1, so since p, = p,, there is a loop in A(C) of length 
< n. 
(2) Ip,l I 1~~1. In this case 1~~12 Ip,I for all k (i I k 5 j), so by Observation 4.2 
(p,, x, /3) kJ_’ (p,, X, X) for some x E C* and /I E Z+. By Observation 4.2, 
therefore, (p,, x, h) FJ-’ (p,, X, p), so again there is a loop in A(C) of 
length <n. 
Now either the loop obtained is simple, or we apply Lemma 5.2 to obtain a 
semisimple loop of length < n. Either this new loop is simple, or we extract from it 
a shorter loop, as described above. Clearly a finite number of applications of this 
process will eventually produce a simple loop of length < n. q 
We now introduce a further restriction of loops which will be useful later on. A 
loop is said to be fundamental iff all its canonical forms are simple. It is clear from 
the proof of the following lemma and the proof of Lemma 4.8 that fundamental 
loops in A(C) correspond to cycles in V(C). 
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Lemma 5.4. If A(C) has a loop, then A(C) has a fundamental loop. 
PROOF. Suppose A(C) has a loop of length n that is not fundamental; then one of 
its canonical forms, which is also of length n, is not simple. So by Lemma 5.2, A(C) 
has a semisimple loop of length I n, and by Lemma 5.3, A(C) has a simple loop of 
length < n. Clearly a finite number of applications of this process must produce a 
fundamental loop. 0 
If p and q are subexpressions of a set C of constraints, then p is said to be 
simply attached to q by w in A(C)) iff p is attached to q by w in A(C), and in the 
case p # q, the computation demonstrating this attachment is simple. It is easy to 
verify that simple attachment is an equivalence relation. 
We now present three technical lemmas for later use. Their proofs are simple and 
intuitive, and are left to the reader. 
Lemma 5.5. 
(i) If p is simply attached to q by w, and p ;f q, then w f X 
(ii) If there is a simple loop on p with value w, then w # X. 
Lemma 5.6. If C, c C and w E Cc, then: 
(i) If p is simply attached to q by w in A(C) andp # q, then p is simply attached to 
q in A(C,). 
(ii) Zf there is a simple loop on p with value w in A(C), then there is a simple loop 
on p with value w in A(C,). 
Lemma 5.7. If C, and C, are sets of constraints such that C, c C,, then every 
computation in A( C,) is also a computation in A( C,). 
In the rest of this section, we show how to construct a Boolean expression that 
indicates how to remove constraints from a nonunifiable set C in order that the 
remaining constraints constitute a maximal unifiable subset. First we define several 
sets as follows. 
(1) If p and q are distinct subexpressions of C, 
attach(p, q) = (w ) P is simply attached to q by w in A( C ) } . 
(2) 
conflict= {{p,q})p and q are subterms of C beginning 
with different function symbols, and 
[PI = ]41]. 
(3) For any subexpression p of C, 
looPt P) = {w I 3 a simple loop on p with value w} _ 
(4) For any e E E(U(C)) 
tail(e)={t] tbeginswithf,wheree=([t],f,[p])}. 
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(5) cover = any subset of E(U(C)) which contains at least one edge on every 
cycle of U(C) and is minimal with respect to this property. (Note that there 
are various algorithms for enumerating the cycles of a graph; see [27] for 
example.) 
In the following we assume an elementary knowledge of Boolean functions and 
expressions (see [5] for example), and define several Boolean expressions over a 
constraint set C. In these definitions, extended Boolean sums and products are 
denoted C and KI respectively: 
(1) Let 
&O(W) = c c for wEC+. 
c occurs 
in w 
(2) If p and q are distinct subexpressions of C, 
i 
if attach( p, q) = 0 then 1 
Bat(P,q)= else n B,,(w). 
w~attach(p, q) 
(3) 
Note that by Lemma 5.5, if w E attach( p, q), then w # X, so that B,,(w) is 
defined. Also, by Lemma 5.1, attach( p, q) is finite. 
Let 
( if conflict = 0 then 1 
Bad P, 4). 
(p,q)Econflict 
(4) For any subexpression p of C 
(5) 
(6) 
i 
if loop(p) = 0 then 1 
Bi~( P) = else 
wJ!~(p~Bwo~w)- 
Note that by Lemma 5.5, if w E loop(p) then a # X, so that B&w) is 
defined, and that by Lemma 5.1 loop(p) is finite. 
For any e E E(U(C)) 
B,(e) = 4 
E 
I-&B,,(q). 
Note that tail(e) # 0. 
Let 
1 
if cover = 0 then 1 
*CY= else n B,(e). 
e E ccwer 
(7) B,, = B; Bw. 
If L is any finite set, and B is a Boolean expression over L constructed without 
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complementation, we will denote by [[B] the function from 2’- to (0, l} defined by 
I[OWJ = 0 for all L, c L, 
UUl(L,> = 1 for all L, c L, 
Uxll(L1) = 0 iff XEL,, 
us,+ 4n(L,) =mnw +u~,n(~,), 
UB,~II(L,) =um~,m,n(~,h 
The next four lemmas relate the Boolean expressions defined above on a set C of 
constraints to certain properties of subsets of C, using the corresponding Boolean 
valued function on 2’. 
Lemma 5.8. Zf C, c C and w E C+, then [B,,(w)](C,) = 0 tyw E Cc. 
The proof is trivial and is left to the reader. 
Lemma 5.9. Zf C, c C and A(C,) either has a loop or has a computation that is 
semisimple but not simple, then [ B,,n(C,) = 0. 
PROOF. If A(C,) has a semisimple computation that is not simple, then by Lemma 
5.3, A( C,) has a loop and therefore has a fundamental loop by Lemma 5.4. Suppose 
this fundamental loop has value x E Cc. By Lemma 5.7, this loop is also in A(C). 
Let ql,. . . , q, be the plateaux of this loop; then by Lemma 4.8, U(C) has edges 
e,,...,e, such that [qll, e,, [q21,. . . , Iq,,,l, e,, [ql] is a closed walk in U(C). Either 
this walk is a cycle, or some subset of its arcs form a cycle. In either case, for some j 
(1 <j < m), e, E cover and q, E tail(e,). Since the loop in A(C) is fundamental, its 
qj-canonical form is simple, so that B,,,,(y) is a factor of the product B,,, where y is 
the value of this canonical form. Also, { c ( c occurs in y } = { c 1 c occurs in x } c C,, 
so that [B,,(y)D(C,) = 0 by Lemma 5.8. Therefore [ B,J(C,) = 0. 0 
Lemma 5. IO. Zf C, c C, then [ B,,D( C,) = 1 ifs C, is uni$uble. 
PROOF. Suppose C, is not unifiable. Then by Theorem 3.9 we have two cases: 
(1) 
(2) 
There exist terms p and q which are in the same class of CLASSIFY( C,) but begin 
with diflerent function symbols. By Lemma 4.5, p = q mod C,, so there is a 
computation in A(C,) from (p, w, A) to (q, X, X) for some w E CT, so by 
Lemma 5.2 there is a semisimple computation from (p, x, X) to (q, X, X) in 
A(C,) for some x E CF. If this computation is not simple, then I[ B,&C,) = 0 
by Lemma 5.9. Otherwise by Lemma 5.7 it is also a computation in A(C), so 
that p = q mod C, and by Lemma 4.5, p and q are in the same class of 
CLASSIFY(C). But p and q begin with different function symbols; therefore 
{ p, q} E conflict and x E attach( p, q), since the attachment is simple. BW,(x) 
is therefore a factor in the product B,,. But x E CT, so by Lemma 5.8, 
U&,(x)D(C,) = 0; hence UB,,D(CJ = 0. 
U(C,) has a cycle. In this case, by Lemma 4.7, A(C,) has a loop, so by 
Lemma 5.8, [ B,J(C,) = 0. 
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Now suppose that lIB,J(C,) = 0. Again we have two cases: 
(1) 
(2) 
[BJ(C,) = 0. In this case, for some subexpression p of C there is a simple 
loop in ,4(C) on p with value x E C+ such that [B,,(x)](C,) = 0. Now by 
Lemma 5.8, x E Cc, so by Lemma 5.6, there is a simple loop on p with value 
x in A(C,). Hence U(C,) has a cycle, by Lemma 4.5, so C, is nonunifiable, 
by Theorem 3.9. 
[[BJ( C,) = 0. In this case, there are terms p and q which are in the same 
class of CLASSIFY(C) but begin with different function symbols, and are 
simply attached by x E C+ in A(C), where [&,(x)](C,) = 0. By Lemma 5.8, 
XE CT, and therefore by Lemma 5.6, p is simply attached to 4 by x in 
A(C,). Hence p = q mod C,, so by Lemma 4.5, p and q are in the same class 
of CLASSIFY(CI). But p and q begin with different function symbols, so by 
Theorem 3.9, C, is nonunifiable. q 
If B is a Boolean expression over a set L constructed without complementation, 
it is easy to show, and is left as an exercise for the reader, that there exists a unique 
(modulo commutativity of Boolean sum and product) sum of products expression 
B’ such that no product in B’ subsumes any other product in B’, no product in B’ 
contains a repeated element of L, and [B’] = I[ Bn. We can now prove the main 
result, which allows us to find all the maximal unifiable subsets of a set of 
constraints C. 
Theorem 5.11. A subset C, of C is a maximal uni’able subset of C if C, = C - 
{c 1,“‘, c, } where c1 . . . c, is a product in B&. 
PROOF. Suppose C, = C - { ci,. . . , c,,} where ci . . . c, is a product in B:,. Then 
[Cl... c,n(c,) = 1, since ci 4 C, for all i (1 I i 5 n). Therefore I[B;,](C,) = 1, so 
that [B,&C,) = 1. Hence C, is unifiable by Lemma 5.10. Now suppose C, c C, 
and C, is unifiable. Then there exists a product d, . . . d, in B:, such that 
[d, ... d,D(C,) = 1; therefore for all i (1 I i I k) we have di 4 C,, so that d, @ C,. 
Hence { d,, . . . , d, } c {cl,. . . , c, }. If these sets are not equal, then the product 
d, ... d, subsumes the product ci . . . c, in B:,, which is impossible. Therefore 
{d,,...,d,} = {cl,..., c,,}, so that C, = C,. Thus C, is a maximal unifiable subset 
of c. 
Suppose C, is a maximal unifiable subset of C, where C, = C - { ci, . . _ , c, }. 
Now by Lemma 5.10, [B:,]I(C,) = 1, since C, is unifiable; so there exists a product 
d, . +. d, in B;, such that Id,,. .., dkl(C1) = 1. Therefore d, P C, for all i (1 I i I 
k), so that {d, ,..., d,} G {cl ,..., cn}. Let C,= C- {d, ,..., dk}; then C, c C, and 
C, is unifiable by the first part of the proof. But C, is a maximal unifiable subset, so 
that C, = C,. Therefore {d,, . . . , dk} = {cl,. . . , cn}, so that ci . . . c, is a product in 
B;,. 0 
We conclude with an example that uses the above result to find all the maximal 
unifiable subsets of a nonunifiable set of constraints. 
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EXAMPLE 5.12. Consider the set C of constraints 
cl: { +9 f(d)? h(x, A)? 
c2: {UT ho% h(u, W>)}? 
c3: {&b)~ u>, sb we Z>))? 
cq: { h(u, u>, h(a, Z>}> 
c5: {dhfb))~ d~bJLfW)~~ 
c6: { dZduh dkb)d), 
where q and b are constants. By inspecting the unification graph U(C) shown in 
Figure 4, we see that the set of pairs of incompatible terms is 
conflict = { {j(u), b}, 
{k(u),+ 
{k(~),~(~,4}, 
{k(u), h(a, z)}, 
{k(u), h(u, u>}, 
{a, h(u* WI}? 
{ 0, h(a, z)}, 
FIGURE 4. The unification graph U(C) for the set C of constraints of Example 5.12. 
(;(z,f(a)I, h(x, y IQ 
4 h7 
s. f(v), b 
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and that U(C) has three cycles: (e,), (e,, e,), and (e,, e2, e3). Of the six possible 
“coverings” for these cycles we choose 
cover= {e,,e,}. 
The sets of states of A(C) which must therefore be investigated for loops are 
tail(e,) = {k(u)}, 
tail(e,) = {h(u, w), h(a, z), k(u, u)}. 
By examining the automaton A(C) (Figure 5), we obtain the following: 
attach(f(u),b) = {cats}, 
attach( k( u), u) = { c6c.&4, c6c1c3c2c1, c3c4~ 
c3c4c1c3c2c1 17 
attach( k (u), h ( U, IV)) = { C6C3C2, C3C4ClC2C3ClC3C2, 
c3c4c3c2 } 9 
attach(k(u), h(a, z)) = {c3cS}, 
attach(k(u),h(u,u))= {c3c5c4}, 
attach( a, h ( U, W)) = { C4C4C3C2, C4C3C6C3C2, 
clc2c3c1c3c2 > 3 
attach( a, h ( a, z)) = { c1c2c3c1c6c3c5 } , 
attach( a, h ( u, u)) = { c1c2c3c1c6c3c5c4 } , 
loop@(u)) = { C6C3, c3c2, c3c4c3, c6c4c2, c6c5c3, 
C6C5c2, c6clc3 9 c3C4C1c2, c3c4clc3, 
c3C2C3c6~ c3c2c3c1c3, c6c4c4clc2~ 
C3C4C1c2c3ClC3, C6ClC3c2c1C4C2’ 
c6c1c3c2c1c5c3 3 c6c1c3c2c1c5c2 > 
lOOp( h ( UT W)) = { C2C3 t C2C6C5, C2C6C5 3 C2C3C4, C2c3c5 2 
C2C6C4rC2C6C5,C2C3C6C3,C2C3ClC3C3r 
c2c3clc3c2c1c4~ c2c3clc3c2c1c5~~ 
loop(h(a, z)) = { C5C4, C5C2C6r C5C2C3r c5c3c6, 
c5c2c3c1c3c2c1~ c5c3c6c1c3c2c1 > ) 
loop(h(w)) = (C4C5). 
From these we can compute B,, - ’ c5c6c3 + c5c4c3 + c4c6c3 + c4c5c6c2. Therefore C 
has four maximal unifiable subsets { ct, c2, C4}, {Cl, C2, c6}, {Cl, C2t C5}, and {Cl, C3 >- 
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J ‘2 I- YjwJ dxJ I 
[g(v,h(f(x),z))l\g.L’/rI- 
FIGURE 5. The automaton .4(C) for the constraint set C of Example 5.12. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS: 
We have presented a method for computing the set of all maximal unifiable subsets 
of a set of constraints. Such information can be used by a theorem prover or logic 
programming interpreter in its search for a proof, by indicating the maximal amount 
of information that can be kept when a proof is pruned after a nonunifiability is 
discovered. In such an application, the label on each “read’ arc of the automaton 
for a constraint set would, of course, be a pointer to the deduction step (or steps) 
from which the constraint originated, so that each product of B& indicates exactly 
which deductions must be removed [9,11]. 
A minimal nonuniJiable subset of a set of constraints is a nonunifiable subset not 
properly contained in another nonunifiable subset, As mentioned in Section 1, 
another approach to intelligent backtracking is to maintain information about 
minimal nonunifiable subsets, and avoid generating a proof which has a set of 
constraints containing a previously discovered minimal nonunifiable subset 
[3,4,7,18,23]. We note that our method can compute minimal nonunifiable subsets 
of a set C of constraints: we simply compute from B,, another Boolean expression 
Bg which is a minimal product of sums expression (rather than B&, which is a 
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minimal sum of products). It is easy to show that { cr, c2,.. ., cn} is a minimal 
nonunifiable subset of C iff (cr + c2 + . . . +c,,) is a sum of B&. For example, for 
the set of constraints of Example 5.12, B$ = (c2 + cs)(c3 + c‘$)(cs + c&c3 + %) 
(cd + c5)(cg + cs), so that minimal nonunifiable subsets of C are { cX, cs}, { cs, c4}, 
{%C~)~ {%%)7 { c4, cs>, and { c5, cg}. 
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